Introduction

Multi-Aperture Sampling
Several innovative techniques using multiple receive apertures ('Rx') have been suggested to overcome the inherent limitations of conventional SAR to perform HRWS imaging [1] - [8] . For optimum performance the relation between sensor velocity v and the along-track offsets ∆x of the N sub-apertures has to result in equally spaced effective phase centers thus leading to a uniform sampling of the received signal (cf. Fig. 1, left) . This requires the following relation:
If a non-optimum PRF is chosen, the gathered samples are spaced non-uniformly. This requires a further processing step after down-conversion and quantization of the multi-aperture azimuth signal before conventional monostatic focusing algorithms can be applied. For this, the individual aperture signals are regarded as independent Rx channels (cf. Fig. 1 , right). The purpose of the azimuth processing is to combine the N channels, each of bandwidth N·PRF but sub-sampled with PRF, to obtain a signal effectively sampled with N·PRF=PRF eff . Thus the Nyquist criterion is fulfilled in average after the processing, which yields -ideally -an output signal that is free of aliasing.
Azimuth Processing
Algorithms
In the following, three more methods to process the azimuth signal of a multi-aperture signal are presented and compared to the "reconstruction algorithm".
1) Displaced Phase Center Antenna (DPCA):
This technique proposes to recover the azimuth signal by interleaving the samples of the different Rx channels without any further processing [1] . Consequently, the stringent timing requirement of Eq.
(1) has to be fulfilled to obtain a signal that is equivalent to a monostatic signal of N times the PRF. In any other case the sample positions deviate from the ideal positions, but they are treated as if the signal was sampled uniformly.
2) Phase Correction:
This method takes the properties of the SAR signal into account. It is based on an analysis of the multiaperture signal's phase compared to the phase of a monostatic and uniformly sampled signal. This yields a phase difference depending on Doppler frequency. By applying an appropriate phase correction to the multi-aperture data, its phase is adjusted in a way such that the resulting phase corresponds to the monostatic and uniformly sampled signal [3] .
3) The Reconstruction Algorithm is based on solving a system of linear equations to unambiguously recover the formerly aliased azimuth spectrum. A detailed derivation and investigation can be found in [9] - [12] . As already indicated in [9] , this method comprises the approach in 4) and leads to nearly identical results in a single platform system.
4) Null-Steering:
This space-time approach is based on adaptively adjusting the weighting coefficients of the azimuth channels to steer the nulls in the resulting joint antenna pattern to the angles corresponding to the ambiguous Doppler frequencies. This corresponds to a spatial filtering of the data to suppress ambiguous frequencies in the azimuth signal [13] . 
Reference System
Performance
The performance analysis is done by simulating the point target response resulting from the different processing methods. It is performed for a varying PRF of 1 kHz to 2 kHz what corresponds to varying sampling scenarios of the system. The ambiguous energy suppression represents the logarithmic ratio of the integrated energy of the first 10 ambiguities to the 'real' target's energy of the impulse response. For 1188 Hz and 1583 Hz samples of different sub-apertures coincide spatially resulting, mathematically spoken, in an underdetermined system. This causes the processing to fail and results in the peaks. A simple solution to this problem could be to combine the RF signals of the respective coinciding channels yielding a more suitable sampling scheme for the processing (see also 3.2.).
Azimuth Ambiguity Suppression
SNR / Scaling of Noise Power
As presented in [11] , the azimuth processing with the reconstruction algorithm may cause a rise of the noise floor with increasing non-uniformity of the sampling showing singular values for the critical PRFs mentioned in 2.3.2 (cf. Fig. 4 ). The same problem occurs for the null-steering approach while in the case of the Phase Correction method the noise floor remains constant. Regarding the DPCA approach, the noise power is not increased but a clear loss of peak power of the focused target is observed for increasing non-uniform sampling. 
Summary Azimuth Processing
We have seen that the more sophisticated approaches like nullsteering and reconstruction algorithm provide efficient ambiguity suppression and constant resolution over a varying PRF, while the other methods fail. But as indicated in 2.3.1, a possible rise of noise power depending on the overall sampling has to be considered.
Adaptation of Sensor Dimensions
In a next step, the system presented in 2.2 is modified to obtain improved ambiguity suppression and mitigate the inconveniences arising from the scaling of the noise power. The modification comprises a Rx aperture that is shortened to 2.8 from 3.2 m and the enlargement of the Tx-dish from 3.5 to 5 m. The new overall Rx antenna length of 14 m yields an optimum PRF of 1085 Hz that is adapted to the timing 1 what limits the maximum scaling of the output noise in the considered interval 1 to 2 dB before and 1 dB after focusing. In addition to that, the increased dish size results in clearly improved ambiguity suppression over a wide PRF-range (cf. Fig. 5 ) at the expense of a slight increase of resolution from 1.45 to 1.55 m in the modified system. 
Optimized System Concepts
Pattern Tapering on Transmit
The following chapter presents an approach to improve the system performance by adapting the Tx branch. As derived in [14] , all spectral signal energy outside the band [-N·PRF/2, N·PRF/2] gives rise to ambiguities. This can be avoided by confining the Doppler bandwidth of the signal to N·PRF by an appropriate antenna pattern. As enlarging the Tx antenna achieves this only at the expense of resolution (cf. 2.4), an adapted tapering can provide improved ambiguity suppression without degrading resolution. To demonstrate the potential of tapering, we consider the system of 2.4 and investigate different combinations of Tx antennas and excitations (cf. Table II) that can be either realized by a separate Tx antenna or by using an active array that offers the flexibility to use parts of the Rx antenna for transmit. The scenarios show a resolution (B P = 4.1 kHz) equivalent to the dish antenna system and are compared to the "classical" system, where the Tx and Rx aperture have the same size what results in a slightly improved resolution of 1.65 m. The resulting ambiguity suppression in Fig. 6 is worst for the uniform excitation and is already improved by more than 10 dB using a 6.2 m antenna with a simple triangular tapering and finally results in the quasi-optimum -as it approximates a rectangular pattern -sin(x)/x excitation. The plot is completed by the curve of the separate dish antenna, that runs similarly to the (sin(f x )/f x ) 2 pattern but with less variation vs. PRF. Especially the unconventional sin(x)/x-excitation demonstrates the potential of tapering to efficiently cancel the spurious spectral components while preserving the resolution. A full exploitation of the benefits of tapering requires a fine adjustment of antenna dimensions, PRF and B P , taking into account the trade-off between resolution and ambiguity suppression.
Pre-Beamshaping on Receive
In contrast to 3.1, where the Tx branch is adapted to optimize the system performance, the following section investigates an innovative approach to effect the optimization by adjusting the Rx branch. The technique is called Pre-Beamshaping on Receive and is based on an Rx antenna consisting of a large number of individual apertures. These apertures are followed by a network that allows for an individual and reconfigurable combination of the apertures' RF signals that were already amplified. Then A/D conversion is performed yielding a number of adapted "channels" with optimized properties (cf. Fig. 7 ).
In the following we consider again the "classical" system consisting of a Tx aperture of 2.8 m and 5 apertures on Rx of 2.8 m each. This system is compared to 3 different scenarios that are all based on the same Tx antenna and overall Rx antenna length, but the individual sub-apertures are realized by different Pre-Beamshaping on Receive implementations (cf. Table III) . As indicated in Fig. 8 , partly overlapping parts of the size d rx,eff of the Rx antenna are weighted with a triangular tapering yielding 5 sub-antennas with its phase centre in the middle of the respective sub-aperture. This means that the phase centres lie more closely, the larger the effective sub-aperture size d rx,eff is, as the overall antenna size remains constant. Hence, an appropriate choice of d rx,eff allows for setting the optimum PRF by adjusting the phase centre spacing, what enables an effective mitigation of the scaling of output noise power around the de- sired PRF. Fig. 9 shows the scaling of the output noise power normalized to the respective optimum value for the scenarios listed in Table III . One can observe that the scaling stays below 0.4 dB over a range of 700 Hz by flexibly reconfiguring the beamshaping network four times in dependency of the PRF to adaptively adjust the overall sampling of the scenario. The maximum scaling can be further reduced by adapting the prebeamshaping more often. An effect to be considered in this context is a possible influence of the beamshaping network on the system noise caused by using some apertures' signals in more than one virtual channel due to the overlap of the subapertures. This topic is currently under investigation. A further effect of the adaptation of the phase centre to the PRF and the consequentially reduced non-uniformity of the sampling is an improved ambiguity suppression. In addition, the larger effective sub-aperture size d rx,eff allows for pattern tapering on Rx and thus for reducing clearly the ambiguous energy in the respective PRF range (cf. Fig. 10 ). These benefits come at the cost of a slightly increased resolution (cf. Table III) . 
Improved Suppression
Discussion
A comparison of azimuth processing methods for multiaperture signals showed that only the reconstruction algorithm and the null-steering approach provide high resolution in combination with efficient ambiguity suppression. For these approaches, a modified system with improved ambiguity suppression was presented. Further, optimization strategies were investigated showing the potential of pattern tapering of the Tx antenna to reduce ambiguities while preserving the resolution. Regarding the optimization on receive, first results for prebeamshaping on receive networks were presented, demonstrating the potential to adapt the system's virtual sampling to the PRF and thus mitigating the effect of output noise scaling and, in combination with pattern tapering on Rx, leading to an improved ambiguity suppression. 
